
SPARE HARVEST BUSINESS PARTNERSHIPS 
GOOD FOR WORKPLACES 

GOOD FOR COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 
GOOD FOR SUSTAINABILITY

The joy of sharing
l





It’s time to turn wasted into wanted

WELCOME AND THANKS FOR TAKING THE TIME TO DISCOVER MORE ABOUT 
A SPARE HARVEST BUSINESS PARTNERSHIP. MORE THAN EVER BEFORE, SUSTAINABILITY AND 
‘WALKING-THE-TALK’ OF TRANSPARENT ENVIRONMENTAL PRACTICES ARE KEY STRATEGIES 

NEEDING TO BE MET BY BUSINESSES AND ORGANISATIONS. 
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OUR ADDICTIONS ARE CREATING WASTAGE 

Our environment is being pushed to its limits. Driven by our modern 
addiction to consumerism, low-cost purchases and throw-away 
convenience, we’re consuming more than we need, and wasting more 
than we use.

We see the every-day effects of this addiction. From ‘fast-fashion’ 
spilling out of charity bins, supermarket food wastage, recycling 
plants unable to process tonnes of plastic bottles, right down 
to households letting nutritiously sound fruit rotting in gardens.

What we don’t see (or think about) is the bigger impact of wastage. 
For every item, food or material, that gets wasted, the resources 
that went into producing it are wasted too. 

IF FOOD LOSS & WASTE WERE A COUNTRY,
IT WOULD BE THE THIRD-LARGEST GREENHOUSE GAS EMITTER
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Source: CAIT 2015. Food Wastage Footprint & Climate Change. Rome FAO.  

We’re also becoming more socially isolated. Our mental health 
is suffering as people become disconnected from themselves, their 
communities and even workplaces.

Prior to this era of cheap, mass-produced consumerism, we shared 
or re-used goods and products with family, friends and colleagues. 
Often striking up conversations and new connections whilst doing it. 



The circular/sharing economy reduces wastage

THOSE BUSINESSES MOVING TO A ‘TRIPLE BOTTOM LINE’ MODEL 
WITH SOUND ‘SHARED VALUE’ SUSTAINABILITY PRACTICES, ARE NOW 

BEING FAVOURED BY CONSUMERS AND INVESTORS.
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The circular economy model shifts us away from our current 
linear (take-make-waste) model, by making better use 
of items by circulating them via re-using, re-purposing and 
recycling activities. 

It greatly reduces wastage by sharing what we already have 
or no longer need. 

Passing items through the sharing and circular economies 
connects people in communities, reduces the demand for 
new things, saves our limited resources and creates a less 
wasteful world. 

Tapping into these economies is as simple as having 
a Spare Harvest Business Partnership. 
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Business is evolving how it conducts itself. It’s now 
acknowledging the need to have a ‘Triple Bottom Line”, 
where community and profit is linked with the environment. 

It’s often implemented via ‘Shared Value’ strategies. 

Consumers and investors are favouring these organisations 
over less sustainable/profit driven practices who operate 
in a linear economy model.   

It’s this ‘sustainable consciousness’ and shared value that’s 
helping drive growth in the sharing and circular economies. 

Both are offering opportunities for businesses to help make 
a positive environmental difference and meet their SDGs.

BUSINESS IS DEVELOPING THE ‘TRIPLE BOTTOM LINE’ OPERATING MODEL 
FOR ITS SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY BENEFITS



Future-focussed businesses are prioritising ‘shared value’ strategies. 
They’re understanding that they don’t operate in a ‘business only’ 
vacuum but are intertwined with the wellbeing of communities and 
environments. This places an important role on them to help address 
key needs and challenges. 

One way a business can create shared value is using the power 
of its community to do good. That’s where Spare Harvest can help your 
business. Businesses who are implementing shared value strategies, 
are being recognised favourably by consumers and investors.

SHARED VALUE AND ESG ISSUES ARE MORE IMPORTANT NOW 

Consumers are choosing businesses and brands who openly promote 
their community and environmental initiatives. They’re buying 
local (even if it costs more) from businesses who give back to their 
communities.

Whereas investors are looking for transparency. They’re assessing 
how Environment, Social and Governance (ESG) impacts communities 
and environments in their investment decisions. Investors are paying 
attention to shared value strategies along with ESG issues, as they see 
them becoming critical to an investment’s long-term success and 
a business’ financial attraction.

Shared value can also be more personal. At a time when social isolation 
is increasing, along with the rise of mental health issues, investing 
in shared value initiatives that help improve a person’s wellbeing, is just 
as important as having economic benefits in a community.

CONSUMERS AND INVESTORS ARE LOOKING FOR 
BUSINESSES WITH SHARED VALUE STRATEGIES



INTRODUCING SPARE HARVEST BUSINESS PARTNERSHIPS. NOW YOU 
CAN HAVE REAL BENEFITS THAT HELP IMPLEMENT 

YOUR SHARED VALUE STRATEGIES. 

Real benefits for sustainably-focussed businesses
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Spare Harvest is perfect for implementing your shared 
value strategies. It encourages staff to connect, stay 
connected and engage with each other, regardless 
of department or title. All the while making a positive 
social and environmental difference that you can measure.

Our Business Partnerships also help add a touch 
of ‘personal’ into your workplace. Spare Harvest is the 
conversation spark for employees to share personal 
stories, while exchanging what they have spare in their 
kitchens, garages and gardens to reduce wastage via 
the circular/sharing economy.

All this connected engagement helps your employees feel 
valued. It creates intangible goodwill that strengthens 
your workplace culture. It also improves overall wellbeing, 
enhances productivity and makes your brand look good 
in the community too.

WE CAN HELP YOU THRIVE AND 
REDUCE WASTAGE TOO

PERSONALISED 
CONNECTIONS

We help facilitate 
personal connections and 

conversations that promote 
unity and break down 
‘un-conscious’ barriers 

that often form between 
departments.  

PRODUCTIVITY
BOOSTER

We can create a friendlier 
and more engaged 
workplace to boost 

productivity and enhance 
your culture helping your 

organisation to thrive.

INNOVATION
RECOGNITION

Your organisation can be 
recognised as a leader in 

team member engagement, 
wellbeing and be an 

employer of choice with 
our unique Spare Harvest 

initiative.

ELEVATE
SUSTAINABILTY

You can elevate your 
organisation’s sustainability 

acceptance by actively 
caring for your community 

and the environment.  

ENHANCED
WELLBEING

Reduce your workplace 
social isolation and instil 

a more 
egalitarian social structure, 

e.g. C-suites connecting 
with everyone through the 

joy of sharing.

BRAND
BUILDING

You can promote your 
organisation as being 

‘greener’, healthier and 
more sustainable.  It’ll 

appeal to the hearts of your 
consumers and clients.

PERSONALISED
SUPPORT

Spare Harvest provides a 
simple on-boarding process 

to help you launch it to 
engage your workplace and 

encourage those in it, to 
actively use it.

PROTECTED
PRIVACY

All of your workplace 
members’ privacy is secure 
and protected, plus there’s 
no software to download or 
maintain which anyone can 

use easily, 24/7.



ONE OF THE BIGGEST ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES WE FACE IS WASTAGE IN OUR HOMES. 
WE’RE HELPING TO REDUCE IT WITH BETTER SUSTAINABLE LIVING PRACTICES 

BY CONNECTING EACH OTHER. 

Better sustainabilty is through sharing
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In September 2015, the UN General Assembly adopted the 
Sustainability Development Goals (SDGs). These are 17 goals that 
guide us down the path to make the world a better place both 
environmentally and socially.

EVERYONE IN YOUR WORKPLACE CAN HELP IMPROVE 
SUSTAINABILTY BY TACKLING WASTE 

Business has always depended (and had an impact) on the natural 
world. Today’s corporate environmental responsibility goes beyond 
recycling office paper and using keep-cups for daily coffees. It’s bigger 
than that. 

Sustainability isn’t a choice – it’s a must, especially since good 
corporate sustainability now extends from the office to the home. 

In each of our homes, there are unwanted and under-utilised items, 
taking up space. It’s these wasted household resources that contribute 
to the majority of the environmental impacts which are taking place 
on our planet.

What’s more, food and organic waste (i.e. garden and lawn cuttings 
etc.) that’s disposed of in landfills, produce the greenhouse gas 
methane, which is 25 times more harmful than carbon dioxide. 

It’s time to change our living practices.

LOST YOUR APPETITE ?
WASTING FOOD WASTES A LOT 

MORE THAN YOU THINK
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Source: www.fao.org

The most critical wasted resource is food. It’s estimated that 30-50% 
of all food produced never reaches a human stomach. 

When we waste food, we’re just not wasting food. We’re wasting all 
the resources that went into producing it, which comes with a heavy 
carbon footprint. 

SPIRITUAL

ECOLOIGICAL

PEOPLE



Getting behind sustainable living practices with a Spare Harvest Business 
Partnership is a great way to contribute to your community. That’s 
because the prevention of household waste is the most promising way 
to achieve environmental and social benefits compared to the alternatives. 

The Spare Harvest marketplace allows every employee the opportunity 
to reduce their waste footprint. By being a member, they simply connect 
and exchange what they have, don’t need or use anymore with their 
colleagues who want it. It’s all about the joy of sharing for a better 
community and environment.

We provide your workplace with a simple and easy online tool that 
connects those in your community with each other and their local 
community too. 

Whether it’s to share, swap, sell or source food, garden and household 
items, it’s easily done through the Spare Harvest marketplace.

AUTHENTIC SUSTAINABLE LIVING IS ALL ABOUT  
PREVENTING WASTAGE

USsomeone who 
has something

someone who 
wants something



Achieve your sustainability goals by sharing

BUSINESS CULTURE IS SHIFTING. THERE’S A NEED TO MOVE FORWARD TO ONE THAT 
VALUES ITS SURROUNDING COMMUNITY AND ENVIRONMENT, HAND-IN-HAND, 

FOR BETTER SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS PRACTICES. JOIN US.
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When you partner with Spare Harvest, you’re using the power of your 
community to make positive ongoing social and environmental change 
that becomes part of your business’ DNA.

Your business will be joining a community that’s passionate about 
connecting and living sustainably to reduce wastage.

WE’LL HELP YOU ACHIEVE YOUR SUSTAINABILTY GOALS

A Spare Harvest Business Partnership works with you to achieve 7 out 
of the 17 SDGs. 

We provide you with a unique way to help reduce household waste and 
wasted resources to minimise excess consumption and its environmental 
impact as well as creating better, more connected communities. 

At the same time, your workplace culture can thrive more with enhanced 
personal connections and conversations. 

INVESTING IN YOUR WORKPLACE IS INVESTING 
IN A MORE SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

YOU USOUR
PARTNERSHIP



Sharing together will reduce wastage   

SPARE HARVEST IS CONNECTING A COMMUNITY OF LIKE-MINDED PEOPLE WHO RELISH THE VALUE 
OF LIVING MORE SUSTAINABLY. WHAT THEY ALL HAVE IN COMMON IS A PASSION TO REDUCE THE 

WORLD’S CONSUMPTION AND WASTAGE BY CONNECTING TOGETHER.
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LET’S HAVE A PARTNERSHIP THAT’S 
GOOD FOR BUSINESS

As Chief Connector of Spare Harvest, it’s my mission to grow a connected 
community so household food and garden resources aren’t wasted, and 
I’d like you to make it happen with me.

I’m inviting forward-thinking businesses to partner with Spare Harvest 
to achieve their own SDGs. What’s more, I’m looking for partners who 
want to help grow socially and environmentally aware communities, by 
connecting their own internal stakeholders, whether they be employees, 
students, residents and the like.

For a small monthly investment, you can create an environmentally 
conscious social network in your workplace that has a shared value impact 
on your community and environment.

No matter how small or large your business is or where you’re located, the 
Spare Harvest community and marketplace is accessible online and via our 
App which any business can use. Spare Harvest is simple to set up and 
manage. I’ll even help you get started.

Together we can take advantage of the sharing and circular economies 
to achieve a better community and environment. You’ll be building social 
capital and solving one of our planet’s greatest issues at the same time.

Being a Spare Harvest Partner simply makes good business sense. 
It’s through our collaborative partnerships that together we can tackle 
head-on some of the biggest social and environmental issues we’re 
experiencing today.

I’d love you to join me. Let’s connect via helen@spareharvest.com

Cheers

Chief Connector

EXPLORE HOW A PARTNERSHIP TOGETHER CAN MEET 

YOUR SOCIAL, ENVIRONMENTAL AND BUSINESS OBJECTIVES

Email: helen@spareharvest.com Visit: www.spareharvest.com

REACH OUT AND CONNECT

Helen



SPAREHARVEST.COM

The joy of sharing
l
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